DENIAL!
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Whether you are a fan or foe of Donald Trump, he IS who he IS 100% of the time, like it or not. And
whether you approve of his ‘media reported’ behavior and character or not, he is very much like
physical silver. Silver, as you know, is not for the faint at heart. It didn’t earn the title of ‘Devil’s
Metal’ for no good reason. And whether you are a fan or foe of Hillary Clinton, she IS who she
portrays herself to be 100% of the time, posturing and hypothecating power and promises for
personal and political gain, much like paper silver. And while the paper and promises may appear to
represent silver, it may actually not! Nobody knows if Trump’s physical presence and demeanor will
manifest into something good for the masses if he is voted in. But we do know that long-term
physical silver is the smart vote. We also know that paper silver is becoming widely recognized as
outright fraud. This article is not intended to take political sides nor anger anyone, but is intended
only to illustrate the differences between real and facsimile, in no way endorsing that real is right or
facsimile is fake. That judgment is totally up to you. But if you don’t see the difference, then you
are clearly in denial.
Ok, silver is either physical or paper, with no middle ground. With our upcoming election, we face
the same comparison where we have a choice, or not, between cast iron and Teflon, characters as
diverse as Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito in Twins, with many of us scratching our heads
wondering why there isn’t a middle ground candidate that is not so flagrantly pompous or so
blatantly untruthful. But then again, what good person in their right mind would ever want to
expose themselves to the scrutinizing brutality of running for President?! In the same light, what
sane investor would ever want to subject themselves to the turmoil, ridicule, bashing, judgment and
second-guessing of investing in Silver? Talk about ‘locker room talk,’ silver is volatile, moody,
punishing, vulnerable to extreme manipulation, and it’s naked, dirty, tarnished and awkward. Short
answer: WE would.
Silver is without doubt the proverbial ‘underdog’ of all precious metals. It has been cleverly bashed
by the most astute of Wall Street financiers while, at the same time, remains their diabolical profiting
tool to rake in billions of dollars by manipulating it to their crooked fancy. So then, FacsHillary
Clinton is clearly not an underdog. She is widely known to be bought and paid for by the banks…
and used as a puppet to aid and abet their manipulation for profits. She will most certainly keep
their rigged game moving full speed ahead until the unexpected GAME OVER light flashes across

our screens with no advance warning and the uninformed again go into denial. And physical Trump,
while not even a facsimile representation of what a modern day politician is expected to be, is truly
the underdog, struggling to catch a woof in his uphill pursuit against The Pantsuit to 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue. It’s too bad that Charles Engelhard wasn’t still around. He was genuine,
confident, dignified, powerful, and well respected internationally. He would have made a great
presidential candidate and world leader. No doubt he had his demons and vices back then. But
that was decades before the Internet and Twitter, when a good person could still hold a few sacred
secrets. But those days are gone and today’s media could find, more likely create, reprehensible dirt
on Mahatma Gandhi and the Dali Lama that would paint them in the same category as Charles
Manson. We’re living in a completely different world now. And talk about naked shorts! When in
history has a presidential campaign focused more on hyperactive zippers and flesh grabbing than
the real issues facing our country and our world? Today, it seems the whole world is in denial of
what the real issues are, or should be, yet they can recite the lyrics to Beyonce’s latest over the top
pornographic rap song like it’s family dinner conversation. God help us, please.
And ironically, it still feels like silver is a harbored secret, as very few people ever talk about it or
invest in it. They are in total denial of its importance on so many levels. That is, until the price goes
up and then physical silver becomes the only thing anyone is interested in, and they can’t get it
anywhere, while at the same time paper silver demand reduces to a hill of beans. Either way the
cards fall on November 8th, whether it’s the Joker or the Queen of Spades, make sure that you are all
in, and locked and loaded with plenty of artillery. Nobody can deny that silver is STILL on sale today
and the profitability and security long-term is YUUUUGE. In our own deplorable world, physical will
always trump paper! If THAT isn't an endorsement, we don't know what is.
Undeniably,
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